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BOLEXPREGI 
Th uncommon fouch 

in Super-8 sound. 
Suddenly, everything falls into place : the time, the people,.the 

lighting, the mood. A perfect interplay of sights and 
sounds . Now, your camera must respond with instant, 
unerring precision . Any Bolex Sound-8 camera will , film 
after film , because superior quality is built into every Bolex . 

Uncommon Sound Capabilities 
Bolex beg ins with the most important feature in 
sound : silence. A whisper-quiet motcir that lets you 
record the sounds you want without adding any of 
its own. Electronically stabilized to assure consistently 
accu rate filming speed. Bolex combines this superior 
motor with a built-in , powerful ampiifier with auto 

and manual recording-Ievel control , monitored by 
a VU meter and LED indicators. The result is sound of 

such consistent quality that the only "wow" you 'II ever 
hear will be from your audience. 

Features To Spur Your Imagination 
'Bolex Macrozoom lenses produce images of surpassingly 
crisp quality and focus in tight for remarkable effects. 
Exposure is automatic and thru-the-Iens. Image fades and 

other special effects capabilities are built-in. Brilliant reflex 
finders monitor ail principal functions. And every model has a 
built-in intervalometer, an action light to signal " it's a take ", and 

a resettable film counter. Ail are engineered with the concern for excellence 
that's always been the Bolex heritage. 
Bolex 551 XL Adds Dim Light Filming Capabilities 
Ordinary roomlight and outdoor scenes at dusk or dawn are no barriers 
for its super-fast f1.2 lens. You also have powered zoom over a 5-to-1 
range, in addition to ail other Bolex Sound-8 features. 

On the other hand, you may prefer the Bolex 5120, with a 12-to-1 
Macrozoom lens. Or the Bolex 581 , with 8-to-1. Both offer variable-speed 
zooming . 

With a Bolex Sound-8 in hand, 
you ' II explore new worlds in film
making magic. And capture them 
with uncommon.precision . Your 
Bolex dealer can tell you more. 
Or write for LitiPak P-76 to 
Photo Products Division / Ehrenreich 
Photo Opticallndustries, Inc., 
Woodbury, N.Y. 11797. ~œD 
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